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a b s t r a c t

A reactor vessel level monitoring system measures the water level in a reactor during

normal operation and abnormal conditions. A drop in the water level can expose nuclear

fuel, which may lead to fuel meltdown and radiation spread in accident conditions. A level

monitoring system mainly consists of a sensing line and pressure transmitter. Over a

period of time boron sediments or other impurities can clog the line which may degrade

the accuracy of the monitoring system. The aim of this study is to determine blockage in a

sensing line using the energy of the composite signal. An equivalent Pi circuit model is

used to simulate blockages in the sensing line and the system's response is examined

under different blockage levels. Composite signals obtained from the model and plant's

unblocked and blocked channels are decomposed into six levels of details and approxi-

mations using a wavelet filter bank. The percentage of energy is calculated at each level for

approximations. It is observed that the percentage of energy reduces as the blockage level

in the sensing line increases. The results of the model and operational data are well

correlated. Thus, in our opinion variation in the energy levels of approximations can be

used as an index to determine the presence and degree of blockage in a sensing line.

Copyright © 2015, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC on behalf of Korean Nuclear Society.

1. Introduction

It is believed in the nuclear industry that “nuclear power is

dangerous if it is considered safe and is safe if it is considered

dangerous”. Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, and Fukushima are

reminders of the unforgiving nature of nuclear technology.

The effects of such disasters can last for decades with a heavy

toll on the economy and health. Three safety functions, i.e.,

controlling the power, cooling the fuel, and confinement of

radioactive materials are vital for the protection of the public,

workers, and the environment [1]. A reactor vessel level

monitoring system (RVLMS) measures the water level in re-

actors. Maintaining a specific water level in a reactor vessel is

vital for proper heat transfer and cooling of nuclear fuel
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during power operation. Monitoring of the water level be-

comes highly crucial during accident conditions, because if

fuel is exposed for a long time it may lead to fuel meltdown.

The water level in a reactor is measured with hydrostatic

head pressure, which is caused by the water column in a

reactor. Head pressure varies as the water column level

changes. A pressure transmitter coupled with a sensing line is

used to sense the changes in water head pressure and these

variations in water level corresponds to changes in hydro-

static head pressure. A water level indication is provided to an

operator in themain control room (MCR). The reactor vessel is

installed in the highly radioactive containment; the pressure

transmitter is located outside the containment to protect

workers from radiations during maintenance work. The

sensing line is extended from the reactor to the pressure

transmitter and acts as a medium to convey changes in the

hydrostatic head in the form of hydrostatic signals to the

pressure transmitter.

Variation in hydrostatic head pressure causes deformation

in the diaphragmof the transmitterwhich is converted into an

electrical signal and this information is displayed in the MCR.

A general layout of a reactor vessel level monitoring system is

provided in Fig. 1 [2].

Boron is used to maintain the flux in a reactor, but boron

sediment is one of the main contributors to blockages in the

sensing line. Blockages can also occur from sludge, impurities

in fluid, or from improper seating of the valves. These block-

ages adversely affect the sensor readings and are responsible

for erroneous indications in the MCR. These unreliable in-

dications can mislead or confuse the operator, which may

result in improper/mistaken action. Lin and Holbert [3] iden-

tified almost 551 events of sensing lines problems from 40,000

licensee event reports. Given the importance of thewater level

monitoring of a reactor, it is pertinent to establish a reliable

health monitoring mechanism for the sensing lines.

Under normal operational conditions, the data from the

pressure transmitter is assumed to be stationary. However,

thermal fluctuations, mechanical vibrations, electrical noise,

randomheat transfer, etc., canmake the signal nonstationary.

When the signal is considered stationary then certain signal

analysis techniques, such as power spectral density (PSD) can

be employed to calculate the response time of the pressure

transmitter [4e7]. If the signal is stationary then PSD should

be constant; however, as observed in this study (not shown in

this article), the PSD of the operational data is not constant

and contains a number of frequency components. Keeping in

view the actual operational environment, the signal from the

pressure sensor is nonstationary; therefore the Fourier

transform will not provide meaningful information.

To address the limitations of Fourier transform, this study

uses a wavelet transform on simulated and operational data.

Even though the operational data is taken from a pressurized

water reactor, the methodology and results of this study are

also valid for boiling water reactors, as the sensing line

blockage diagnostics is independent of the system type. The

sensing line is modeled using L, Pi, Tee, and exact and

equivalent Pi circuit configurations. The equivalent Pi circuit is

chosen for the modeling of RVLMS because it exhibits many

resonant peaks. This is the main advantage of the equivalent

Pi circuit over other configurations, which exhibit a single

resonant peak [8]. In this study sensing line blockages are

modeled to observe the behavior of resonant peaks. With a

continuous increase in the level of blockage, the gain of the

resonant peak dropped and eventually vanished. To validate

the model, an operational data set was used. Composite sig-

nals from the unblocked and blocked sensing lines of RVLMS

are decomposed into six levels of approximations and details

with a wavelet filter bank. The energy of approximations, i.e.,

low frequency components is calculated at each level. It is

observed that the energy of low frequency components from

the blocked channel of RVLMS has been reduced when

compared with the unblocked channel energy. Simulated

composite signals from unblocked and blocked conditions are

also decomposed in six levels and the energy of approxima-

tions at each level is calculated. A comparison of the energy

levels of operational and synthetic data shows strong

correlation.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Model development

A pressure transmitter and sensing lines are the two major

components of a level sensing system. Themodel used in this

study is composed of both components. In this study, a

hydraulic-electric analogy is used to model the entire system.

Table 1 shows the analogy between the electrical and hy-

draulic parameters [9e12].

2.2. Sensing line modeling

The analogies between the electrical and hydraulic parame-

ters (Table 1) are used for modeling of the hydraulic systems.

The sensing line is modeled as a transmission line and the

pressure transmitter as a capacitor. Three different topologies

of transmission line design are given in Fig. 2.

The hydraulic resistance (R), inductance (L), and capaci-

tance (C) are given in Table 2. The transfer functions are used

to describe the relationship between the output and input and

for analyzing the behavior of the system at different input

Reactor vessel Containment wall

Root valve

Sensing line

Isolation valve

Sensor

M
C
R

Fig. 1 e General layout of a reactor vessel level monitoring

system. MCR, main control room.
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levels. For the L-configuration, the transfer function is given

by Eq (1).

HSðjwÞ ¼
1

juC

Rþ juLþ 1
juC

(1)

This is a second order under damped system with a reso-

nant frequency (u) of:

uso ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC

p ¼ 1
lc

(2)

The transfer functions for the Pi and Tee configurations are

the same, as given by Eq. (3).

HSðjwÞ ¼
1�

1� u2LC
2

�
þ juRC

2

(3)

Eq. (3) has a resonant frequency of:

u ¼ 2

lc
(4)

The transfer functions of each configuration, i.e., L, Pi, and

Tee are plotted (Fig. 3) to select the most suitable represen-

tation of the model. Variables such as viscosity, density,

length and radius given in Table 2 are used according to plant

configuration.

The Pi and Tee topologies are similar to each other and can

be considered more accurate than the L topology. However,

the Pi and Tee configurations exhibit a single resonant peak

(Fig. 3). This is a major shortcoming of these configurations,

since multiple resonant peaks are required to properly simu-

late the behavior of a system under various blockages. To

overcome this problem an exact model is used [12]. The

transfer function of the exact model is given in Eq. (5).

HE ¼ 1

coshðRþ sLÞsC (5)

Resonant frequencies are derived as:

wn ¼ np

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC

p (6)

where n ¼ 1, 3, 5......

Eq. (5) can be approximated as a second order system as

[12,13]:

HAðSÞ ¼
1"

LC
2

þ ðRCÞ2
24

#
s2 þ RC

2
þ 1

(7)

and the corresponding resonant frequency is given by Eq. (8):

u ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

LC
(8)

The transfer function of the exact model is plotted in Fig. 4.

The transfer function plot of the exact model shows the

multiple resonant frequencies, compared to the L, Pi, and Tee

configurations as given in Fig. 4B.

The exact model is more suitable as compared to L, Pi,

and Tee for studying the response of the system under

different blockage conditions. Lin and Holbert proposed an

equivalent Pi model to facilitate implementation of the exact

model for complex pressure systems. The schematic of the

equivalent Pi circuit model is given in Fig. 5. This circuit

configuration has been used extensively in transmission line

modeling. In this schematic diagram Pi and Po represent

input and output power, Qi and Qo are the input and output

current, Z is the impedance, and Y is the admittance of the

transmission line.

The hydraulic impedance (Z) of a sensing line is given by

Eq. [9]:

Z ¼ Zc sinh
� ffiffiffi

R
p

þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
sL

p � ffiffiffiffiffiffi
sC

p
(9)

Table 1 e Electric-hydraulic analogy.

Parameter Electrical Hydraulic

1 Integrating element Inductance Inertance, p ¼ L(dq/dt)

2 Potential variable Voltage/potential difference Pressure/head (static/dynamic)

3 Proportional element Resistance/reactance Head loss (resistance), R ¼ P/Q

4 Differentiating element Capacitance Fluid capacitance ¼ C(dp/dt)

5 Flow variable Current, I Fluid flow

C, capacitance; L, inductance; R, hydraulic resistance.

R L

C

R L

CC

L L

C

R R

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 2 e Circuit topologies for the transmission lines. (A)

Simple L representation. (B) Pi representation. (C) Tee

representation. C, capacitance; L, inductance; R, hydraulic

resistance.
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The pipes are analogous to circuits and hence exhibit the

admittance for fluid flow. The hydraulic admittance (Y) is

given by Eq. (10):

Y ¼ Zc sinh
� ffiffiffi

R
p þ ffiffiffiffiffi

sL
p � ffiffiffiffiffiffi

sC
p

cosh
� ffiffiffi

R
p þ ffiffiffiffiffi

sL
p � ffiffiffiffiffiffi

sC
p � 1

(10)

The transfer function of the equivalent pi circuit is given by

Eq. (11):

H ¼ Y
Y þ Z

(11)

2.3. Sensing line and transmitter representation

The sensing level system consists of a sensing line and a

pressure transmitter as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore it is

necessary to model both components of the sensing sys-

tem. Two types of transmitter are usually used in nuclear

power plants: single diaphragm and inner structure. The

single diaphragm receives the pressure from the input of

the sensing lines and the information is transmitted to the

output circuitry. The circuit for the sensing line and single

diaphragm is given in Fig. 6 [14]. In the equivalent Pi

lumped parameter model, the transmission line (sensing

line) is represented by a network of impedance (Z) and

admittance (Y), and the capacitance (Cd) represents the

transmitter.

The expression for the single diaphragm (Cd) is given as:

Cd ¼ DVd
po

(12)

Dvd is the displaced diaphragm volume, Pi is the input

pressure, Po is the pressure at the diaphragm at time

instant t.

The single diaphragm configuration has proved inade-

quate in laboratory experiments. To address the in-

adequacies, the inner structure is introduced to the above

configuration. Hydrostatic head pressure is applied at the

inlet of the isolation diaphragm and the pressure is trans-

mitted to the sensing diaphragm through an oil-filled chan-

nel. This modified configuration is shown in Fig. 7. In this

configuration, Ci represents the isolation diaphragm, Cd

represents the sensing diaphragm, and Ri is the internal

resistance. The transfer functions of both configurations are

plotted in Fig. 8.

The main difference between the two configurations is the

transfer function gain. The gain of the single diaphragm at

1 Hz is almost �5 dB and for the inner structure it is �35 dB.

This reduction is attributed to a much lower pressure at the

output of the inner structure as compared to a single dia-

phragm transmitter.

2.4. Response of simulation model under different
blockage levels

Three cases are considered for the blockages, i.e., normal,

medium, and severe. The effects of the three blockage cases

are illustrated in Fig. 9. Hydraulic parameters in Table 2 show

that the resistance, inductance, and capacitance of a line are

dependent on the radius of the line. In this study the inner

structure configuration is used to simulate different levels of

blockages by varying the radius of the line.

Table 2 e Hydraulic parameters.

R ¼ 8ml
pr4 L ¼ rl

pr2 C ¼ pr2l
rc2

l is the length r is density l is the length

m is viscosity l is the length r is radius

r is radius r is radius r is density

c is speed of sound

Fig. 3 e Transfer function plots of L, Pi, and Tee configuration.
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Fig. 9 shows that medium and severe blockage levels have

reduced gains compared with the normal. The resonant peak

gain is also calculated for these three levels (Table 3). From

Table 3 it is clear that as blockage level is increased, the gain of

the peaks is reduced, e.g., for the normal case the gain of the

first resonant peak is �2.9534 dB and for a severe blockage the

gain of the first peak is �64.4780 dB. Another observation is

that the number of peaks is also reduced. For severe blockage

two peaks have vanished in the lower frequency regions,

while three peaks with reduced gain are visible in the higher

frequency region (Fig. 9).

2.5. Addition of nonstationary random noise signal to
inner structure model

Nonstationary random noise is the prevalent phenomenon in

nuclear power plants. To match the actual plant operational

conditions, nonstationary random noise is added to the inner
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Fig. 4 e Transfer function. (A) Transfer function exact model circuit. (B) Transfer function plots of Pi, T, and exact model circuit.
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structure model as shown in Fig. 10. The noise is added to the

unblocked conditions, where the normal radius of the sensing

line is used. This is similar to the case of the unblocked

sensing line of an operational plant. Later the adulterated

signal is processed for further investigation as shown in

Fig. 11. To simulate the blocked condition, the resistance of

the inner structure model is increased and then the noise

signal is extracted from it. The noise signal extracted from the

blocked situation is shown in Fig. 12. It is evident from Figs. 11

and 12 that the magnitude of the signal has increased in the

blocked condition of a sensing line.

2.6. Plant operational signal

The composite signal was obtained from the pressure

transmitter of an operating power plant with an unblocked

sensing line as shown in Fig. 13. The operational data set is

composed of two sets: the first one is from the unblocked

sensing line (Fig. 13) and the second signal is taken from a

blocked sensing line (Fig. 14). Both signals were subsmapled

to 9,631 data points and decomposed with wavelet filter

banks to calculate the changes in energy levels.

2.7. Composite signal decomposition

The wavelet transform can be used for nonperiodic, noisy,

intermittent, and transient signals. Its ability to transform a

signal both in the frequency and time domains and to

decompose the signal in high frequency details and low fre-

quency approximation signals have made this technique

popular in a number of scientific domains.

The wavelet transform is expressed mathematically in Eq.

(13) [15e17]:

wtðs$tÞ ¼ 〈f;Js;t〉 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
s

p
Z∞

�∞

fðtÞJ�
�
t� t

s

�
dt (13)

Fig. 6 e Sensing line system with single diaphragm. Cd,

capacitance; Po, output power; Y, admittance; Z,

impedance.

Fig. 7 e Sensing line system with inner structure

diaphragm. Cd, sensing diaphragm; Ci, isolation

diaphragm; Pi, input power,; Y, admittance; Z, impedance.
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Fig. 8 e Inner structure and single diaphragm model for sensing systems.

Fig. 5 e Equivalent Pi circuit model for pressure sensing

system. Pi, input power; Po, output power; Qi, input

current; Qo, output current; Y, admittance of the

transmission line; Z, impedance.
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where t is the translation of the wavelet that changes along

the time axis and s is the dilation or scaling of the wavelet

function; a change in s alters the spectrum of window

function and varies the resolution of time-frequency win-

dow. With variations in scale and time shifts of the mother

wavelet (J)*(t) the signal is decomposed into high and low

frequency components. Small scales are used for decom-

posing the signal into high frequency components and large

scales are used for low frequency components [18]. In this

study, the composite signals shown in Figs. 11e14 are

passed through a filter bank (Fig. 15). In Fig.15, h[n] is high

pass filter, g[n] is low pass filter, and x[n] is composite

signal. High pass and low pass filters separate the high

frequency and low frequency components of x[n] [19e22].

The high frequency components are referred to as details

and the low frequency components are referred to as ap-

proximations. Details and approximations contain half of

the frequency samples of the original signal.

The relationship between the wavelets and filter bank that

implement the transform is given by:

4ðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p X
h½k�4ð2t� kÞ (14)

where fðtÞ is the scaling function and it is determined by

applying filter coefficients recursively, since multiresolution

convolves the input vector after shifting and scaling.and

JðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p X
g½k�4ð2t� kÞ (15)

where jðtÞ is the wavelet function. h½k�and g½k� are a pair of

quadraturemirror filters (low pass and high pass filters) which

are related by:

gk ¼ ð�1Þkh�ðk�1Þ (16)

where k is an integer.

Daubechies 4 wavelets have been taken into operation for

decomposition, owing to their orthorgonality and compact

support.

Daubechies 4 has four wavelet and four scaling co-

efficients. The scaling function coefficients are:

h0 ¼ 1þ ffiffiffi
3

p

4
ffiffiffi
2

p ;h1 ¼ 3þ ffiffiffi
3

p

4
ffiffiffi
2

p ;h2 ¼ 3� ffiffiffi
3

p

4
ffiffiffi
2

p ;h3 ¼ 1� ffiffiffi
3

p

4
ffiffiffi
2

p

The wavelet function coefficients are:

g0 ¼ 1� ffiffiffi
3

p

4
ffiffiffi
2

p ; g1 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p � 3

4
ffiffiffi
2

p ; g2 ¼ 3þ ffiffiffi
3

p

4
ffiffiffi
2

p ; g3 ¼ 1þ ffiffiffi
3

p

4
ffiffiffi
2

p

The six level decomposition filter bank is given in Fig. 15,

where h[n] is the high pass filter and g[n] is the low pass filter.

D is details and A is approximations.

The signal x[n] is applied at the input of the filter bank and

it is decomposed into six levels. The signal is decomposed into

high frequency components, i.e., details (D) and low frequency

components, i.e., approximations (A). Thereafter, at every

level the approximations or low frequency components are

applied again to the input of both the high pass filter and low

filter for further decomposition into high and low frequency

components. This process goes on up to six levels. After

decomposing the signal into six levels, the energy of the ap-

proximations at each level is calculated.
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Fig. 9 e Pressure sensing system under three levels of blockages.

Table 3 e Peak gain for normal, medium, and severe
blockage levels.

Peak No. Normal dB Medium dB Severe dB

1 �2.9534 �36.5638 �64.4780

2 �12.4979 �46.5492 �67.6143

3 �16.9476 �51.0201 �69.8808

4 �19.8648 �53.9519 Disappeared

5 �22.0628 �56.1386 Disappeared
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Fig. 10 e Noise addition to the simulated model.

Fig. 11 e Composite signal from the unblocked simulated model.

Fig. 12 e Composite signal from the blocked simulated model.
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The energy of the noise signal from the blocked and

unblocked channels of the sensing system can be partitioned

at each level. Mathematically it is given as:

EDjk ¼
XN
k¼1

		Djk

		2j ¼ 1;2;3;…l (17)

EAi ¼
XN
k¼1

		Ajk

		2 (18)

where j ¼ 1,2…..l, is the wavelet decomposition level from

level 1 to level l, N is the number of samples of details or ap-

proximations at each decomposition level, EDj is the energy

distribution of the detail at decomposition level k and EAi is

the energy distribution of the approximation at decomposi-

tion level l. The energy distribution is the squared summation

of wavelet coefficients at level l.

3. Results

3.1. Decomposition of unblocked channel operational
composite signal

The RVLMS unblocked channel composite signal is shown in

Fig. 13. The signal is applied at the input of the wavelet filter

bank from Fig. 15. The signal is decomposed into six levels.

The details and approximations are separated. Fig. 16 shows

the decompositions of the signal; a1,a2…..a6 are approxi-

mations and d1,d2…….d6 are details. The percentage energy

distribution at each level is calculated. The bar graph

(Fig. 17) shows the energy of the signal at each level. The low

frequency components of the signal contain the significant

part of the energy. It is evident from Fig. 17 that the energy

level is reduced as the decomposition level increases. The

percentage of energy at the first level is almost 90%; how-

ever, at the sixth level it has decreased to 18%. Each suc-

ceeding level has half of the number of samples as the

preceding level. The wavelet filter bank given in Fig. 15

down-samples the approximations and details by half at

each level. It means the number of samples is halved at each

succeeding level and the energy decreases at each level. Eq.

(18) suggests the energy is a squared summation of the

samples at each level.

3.2. Decomposition of blocked channel operational
composite signal

The noise signal from the blocked channel, shown in Fig. 14,

is decomposed in the same way as the unblocked channel

–

–

–

Fig. 13 e Composite signal from the unblocked sensing line.

Fig. 14 e Composite signal from the blocked sensing line.
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signal. The decomposition into approximations and details

are shown in Fig. 18. The observation to be noted is that the

amplitude of the approximations is decreased compared

with the approximations of the unblocked channel noise

signal, hence the energy level is also reduced. The graph of

the percentage of energy distribution at each level is shown

in Fig. 19.

A comparison is performed between the energy levels of

the unblocked and blocked channel signals to observe the

behavior of energy distribution. Fig. 20 is an overlay graph of

the two operational composite signals. It is evident from the

figure that the energy levels of the blocked signal are at

reduced amplitude as compared to the unblocked signal.

3.3. Decomposition of simulated unblocked channel
composite signal

To validate the model, noise is added to the simulated signal

to match the operational conditions of the plant unblocked

channel. The signal is then decomposed into six levels as done

for the unblocked channel signal from plant operation. Eight-

thousand samples of the signal are taken from the unblocked

channel of RVLMS. Approximations and details of the simu-

lated composite signal are illustrated in Fig. 21.

Next, the percentage of energy is calculated for approxi-

mations at each level. Fig. 22 shows the energy distribution

trend. The percentage of energy at level one is almost 67.78%

and at sixth level is 4.095%.The trend is similar to that noted in

Fig. 17. This verifies that the trend of energy distribution be-

tween the operational and model signals is similar.

3.4. Decomposition of blocked channel model composite
signal

The radius of the sensing line model is varied to match the

conditions of the blocked channel composite signal as

shown in Fig. 23. The signal is decomposed into approxi-

mations and details. The percentages of energy are calcu-

lated and are shown in Fig. 24. The trend is similar to that

of the operational signal from the blocked channel. Com-

parison between the energy levels of unblocked and

Fig. 15 e Wavelet filter banks for decomposition up to sixth level. A, approximations; D, details; g[n], low pass filter; h[n]

high pass filter; x[n], composite signal.
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blocked noise signals shows that energy levels have

decreased in the blocked sensing line.

4. Discussion

Fig. 20 shows that as the blockage levels increase, the signal

energies decrease. The percentages of energy for the blocked

channel signals are at reduced levels when comparedwith the

unblocked channel; this response validates the model

behavior (Fig. 9). In this study the blockage levels in the

sensing line model are increased by decreasing the radius of

the sensing line, which resulted in reduction of the gain (Fig. 9,

Table 3). Table 3 shows the result of reductions in peak gain

vis-�a-vis increments in blockage levels. For example, the gain

of peak three in the normal case is almost �17 dB, and in

medium and severe blockages, it is almost�51 dB and �70 dB,

respectively.

Fig. 16 e Decomposition of unblocked channel composite signal (operational). A, approximations; cfs, coefficients; D,

details.
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Fig. 17 e Energy distribution diagram of the unblocked

composite signal (operational).
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Fig. 25 consolidates the simulation behavior, i.e., with an

increase in the blockage for the sensing line the energy of the

composite signal decreases. The energy percentage at level

one of the unblocked channel signal is 90.2% and that of the

blocked channel is 83.9%. The same behavior is observed at

succeeding levels. Thus the simulation results (Fig. 9) and

operational data results (Fig. 20) are in good agreement. Fig. 25

shows a comparison between the energies of unblocked

channel signals from the plant and a sensing line model. It is

clear from the graph that the trend is similar; however, the

energy levels of the simulation model are at reduced levels as

compared to the operational data. This could be attributed to a

number of noise sources present in the operational data, e.g.,

motors may generate electrical noise with multiple har-

monics. These noises may have produced higher noise levels

and therefore higher energy levels.

Fig. 18 e Decomposition of blocked channel composite signal (operational). A, approximations; cfs, coefficients; D,

details.
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Fig. 19 e Energy distribution diagram of the blocked

composite signal (operational).
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Fig. 20 e Energy level comparison between the blocked and un-blocked composite signals (operational).

Fig. 21 e Decomposition of unblocked channel composite signal (simulated model). A, approximations; cfs, coefficients; D,

details.
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Fig. 22 e Energy distribution diagram of the unblocked composite signal (simulated model).

Fig. 23 e Decomposition of blocked channel composite signal (simulated model). A, approximations; cfs, coefficients; D,

details.
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Fig. 26 provides a comparison between the energy

percentages of blocked composite signals from the plant

and simulated models. It is observed that the trend in

energy level decrement is similar. Therefore we can

deduce that the simulations and operational data results

are consistent.

5. Conclusion

Simulations of sensing line blockages of a nuclear power plant

are successfully carried out. The equivalent Pi circuit is used to

model the level sensing system using an electrical-hydraulic

analogy. The operational data from the nuclear power plant

is utilized to compare with the simulated model. The results

show good consistency. According to the simulation results,

when the blockage in a sensing line model is increased, the

transfer function gain of the resonant peak is reduced. The

results of operational data support the simulatedmodel, i.e, as

blockage level is increased, the percentage of energy level is

decreased. Thus, in our opinion variation in energy levels can

be used as a reliable indicator for the online monitoring of the

sensing lines.
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